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surface *= 0 is -y=^-  where a =— » * being the conductivity, c the>
heat, and p the density of the material.
^ [Mech. Sc. Tripos,  1912.]
9. A quantity of heat Q per unit area is suddenly communicated to
the	face of a solid slab of great thickness.    Trove that the tem-
perature t seconds later at a depth a? within the solid mil be
I •
 where k is the thermal conductivity, c the thermal capacity per unit;
volume, and a a constant.
Plot a curve on any convenient scale showing the temperature distri-
bution in the solid at any time, and show from this curv© that a =»
0-565 nearly.
[Mech. Sc. Tripos* 1911.]
 10.	Draw the entropy-temperature diagram for an ideal gas-engine
working on the Otto cycle, and compare it with the similar diagram  of
the	cycle when the specific heats are functions of the temperatures
given by C, = /3 + st.   Cp = a -f- 8r9 r being the absolute temperature .
Compare the efficiencies in the two cases,
 11.	Show that, if later experimental evidence should require the
addition of a term, dependent on Ta in the expressions for the speeifi c
i.e.   if   C^^+^T-j-tfT2,  then  the  adiahatio   lav,   given   021
p. 82, would become
12. A engine has a cylinder, diameter 11*5 in., stroke 21 in,, aa<i
a compression ratio 6-37. The volume of mixture taken ia per cycle
is found, to be 0-83 times the stroke volume. The outside temperature
is 15° C, and the pressure 14-7 Ib. per sq. in. At the beginning of
suction, the temperature of burnt products is 900° C. and for these
y= 1-25 and the specific heafc at constant pressure is O31. For tbte
mirtore entering, the specific heat at constant pressure is 0-242 an.cL
y=l*4. Assuming the pressure during suction is atmosplieric, fintcL
the h-eat supplied to th© gases from the inlet valve and the cylinder*
[Medbu Sc- Tripos, 1921.]

